Scavenger Receptors on Sinusoidal Liver Endothelial Cells Are Involved in the Uptake of Aldehyde-Modified Proteins
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ABSTRACT

Scavenger receptors on sinusoidal liver endothelial cells (SECs) eliminate potentially harmful modified proteins circulating through the liver. It was shown recently that aldehyde-modified proteins bind to scavenger receptors and are associated with the development/progression of alcoholic liver diseases. For these studies, rat livers were perfused in situ with 125I-formaldehyde-bovine serum albumin (f-Alb) or 125I-malondialdehyde-acetaldehyde-bovine serum albumin (MAA-Alb) in the presence of known scavenger receptor ligands as inhibitors. Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis and scavenger receptor Type A (SRA) knock-out mice were used to assess the role of these receptors in mediating immune responses. The degradation of 125I-f-Alb or 125I-MAA-Alb in whole livers and isolated SECs can be inhibited by known scavenger receptor ligands, including f-Alb, maleylated bovine albumin, and fucoidan. 125I-f-Alb could not be completely inhibited by MAA-Alb. In contrast, 125I-MAA-Alb was only partially inhibited with advanced glycosylated endproduct albumin. RT-PCR data show the presence of a number of scavenger receptors on SECs that may be responsible for the binding of MAA-modified proteins. SRA seems to be one of these receptors involved in the effects mediated by MAA-modified proteins. In a study using SRA knockout mice, it was shown that a decreased antibody response to MAA-Alb resulted. By RT-PCR, CD36, LOX-1, and SR-AI are the scavenger receptors most likely involved in the degradation of MAA-Alb.

Scavenger receptors were first described in macrophage as alternative receptors for the low-density lipoprotein receptor that is responsible for the uptake of excessive cholesterol, leading to the formation of foam cells (Terpstra et al., 2000). Since this original description, a broad array of ligands for several classes of scavenger receptors have been described previously (Terpstra et al., 2000). In general, organic acid anhydrides, peroxides, and aldehydes (Brown et al., 1980) result in the modification of positively charged lysine residues to alter the charge on proteins to make them ideal scavenger receptor ligands (Alaiz et al., 1994). Receptors specifically recognizing aldehyde modified proteins were first described using formaldehyde-modified albumin (f-Alb) (Brown et al., 1980; Horiuchi et al., 1986; Takata et al., 1988, 1989; Steinbrecher et al., 1989). The specificity of this receptor was demonstrated by inhibiting the binding of f-Alb modified with a number of other aldehydes (glycolaldehyde, DL-glyceraldehyde, and propionaldehyde) (Horiuchi et al., 1986).

Scavenger receptors have been implicated in diabetes by binding altered self proteins (Uchida, 2000). The glycation of proteins is a complex series of reactions between reducing sugars and amino groups of proteins, resulting in many aldehydes and ketones being formed such as α-ketoaldehydes (glyoxal, 3-deoxyglucosone, and glucosone) (Uchida, 2000). The aldehyde methylglyoxal, a glycolytic product, is produced from the autoxidation of sugars and glycation (Uchida, 2000). These α-ketoaldehydes represent highly reactive intermediates to alter the charge on proteins to make them ideal scavenger receptor ligands (Alaiz et al., 1994). Receptors specifically recognizing aldehyde modified proteins were first described using formaldehyde-modified albumin (f-Alb) (Brown et al., 1980; Horiuchi et al., 1986; Takata et al., 1988, 1989; Steinbrecher et al., 1989). The specificity of this receptor was demonstrated by inhibiting the binding of f-Alb modified with a number of other aldehydes (glycolaldehyde, DL-glyceraldehyde, and propionaldehyde) (Horiuchi et al., 1986).

Scavenger receptors have been implicated in diabetes by binding altered self proteins (Uchida, 2000). The glycation of proteins is a complex series of reactions between reducing sugars and amino groups of proteins, resulting in many aldehydes and ketones being formed such as α-ketoaldehydes (glyoxal, 3-deoxyglucosone, and glucosone) (Uchida, 2000). The aldehyde methylglyoxal, a glycolytic product, is produced from the autoxidation of sugars and glycation (Uchida, 2000). These α-ketoaldehydes represent highly reactive intermediates to alter the charge on proteins to make them ideal scavenger receptor ligands (Alaiz et al., 1994). Receptors specifically recognizing aldehyde modified proteins were first described using formaldehyde-modified albumin (f-Alb) (Brown et al., 1980; Horiuchi et al., 1986; Takata et al., 1988, 1989; Steinbrecher et al., 1989). The specificity of this receptor was demonstrated by inhibiting the binding of f-Alb modified with a number of other aldehydes (glycolaldehyde, DL-glyceraldehyde, and propionaldehyde) (Horiuchi et al., 1986).

Scavenger receptors have been implicated in diabetes by binding altered self proteins (Uchida, 2000). The glycation of proteins is a complex series of reactions between reducing sugars and amino groups of proteins, resulting in many aldehydes and ketones being formed such as α-ketoaldehydes (glyoxal, 3-deoxyglucosone, and glucosone) (Uchida, 2000). The aldehyde methylglyoxal, a glycolytic product, is produced from the autoxidation of sugars and glycation (Uchida, 2000). These α-ketoaldehydes represent highly reactive intermediates to alter the charge on proteins to make them ideal scavenger receptor ligands (Alaiz et al., 1994). Receptors specifically recognizing aldehyde modified proteins were first described using formaldehyde-modified albumin (f-Alb) (Brown et al., 1980; Horiuchi et al., 1986; Takata et al., 1988, 1989; Steinbrecher et al., 1989). The specificity of this receptor was demonstrated by inhibiting the binding of f-Alb modified with a number of other aldehydes (glycolaldehyde, DL-glyceraldehyde, and propionaldehyde) (Horiuchi et al., 1986).

Scavenger receptors have been implicated in diabetes by binding altered self proteins (Uchida, 2000). The glycation of proteins is a complex series of reactions between reducing sugars and amino groups of proteins, resulting in many aldehydes and ketones being formed such as α-ketoaldehydes (glyoxal, 3-deoxyglucosone, and glucosone) (Uchida, 2000). The aldehyde methylglyoxal, a glycolytic product, is produced from the autoxidation of sugars and glycation (Uchida, 2000). These α-ketoaldehydes represent highly reactive intermediates to alter the charge on proteins to make them ideal scavenger receptor ligands (Alaiz et al., 1994). Receptors specifically recognizing aldehyde modified proteins were first described using formaldehyde-modified albumin (f-Alb) (Brown et al., 1980; Horiuchi et al., 1986; Takata et al., 1988, 1989; Steinbrecher et al., 1989). The specificity of this receptor was demonstrated by inhibiting the binding of f-Alb modified with a number of other aldehydes (glycolaldehyde, DL-glyceraldehyde, and propionaldehyde) (Horiuchi et al., 1986).
ates in the glycation process that results in the formation of advanced glycation end-products (AGE) (Uchida, 2000). The binding of AGE-modified Alb has been shown experimentally to be inhibited with Alb modified by formaldehyde and glycolaldehyde, indicating specificity to a scavenger receptor (Takata et al., 1988). This inhibition shows the broad range of binding that the scavenger receptor has to aldehyde modified proteins. Many scavenger receptors have been shown to recognize proteins modified with AGE including scavenger receptor class A types I and II (Araki et al., 1995; Suzuki et al., 1997), and scavenger receptor B (class I and CD36) (Oghami et al., 2001a,b).

Proteins modified with maleic anhydride (Maley-Alb) have also been shown to cause their effects via a scavenger receptor (Abraham et al., 1995, 1997). These modified proteins have the ability to bind to scavenger receptors and induce antibody and T-cell responses against the native modified protein. In fact, Abraham et al. (1995) demonstrated the breaking of tolerance when mouse serum albumin was modified with maleic anhydride.

The finding that MAA-Alb is bound and degraded by sinusoidal liver endothelial cells (SECs) in a manner similar to that of acetaldehyde-Alb and f-Alb (Thiele et al., 1996, 1999; Duryee et al., 2003), presents the possibility that it enters the cell through a scavenger receptor. To begin determining whether MAA-Alb exerts its effects via a scavenger receptor, known ligands such as AGE-Alb, f-Alb, Maley-Alb, and fucoidan were used as competitors. Therefore, it was the purpose of these studies to determine whether MAA-Alb and f-Alb bind to SECs via scavenger receptors and whether alcohol impairs these inhibitions.

**Materials and Methods**

Rats. Male Wistar rats purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA) were maintained on a Purina rat chow diet until they reached a weight of 140 to 150 g. As described previously, rats were fed the Lieber-DeCarli liquid diet or regular chow diet, rats were anesthetized with isoflurane and perfused as described previously (Thiele et al., 1999; Duryee et al., 2003). In brief, the liver was equilibrated for 15 min with oxygenated Krebs-Ringer-bicarbonate buffer containing 1% Alb, followed by a 2 mg/200 ml solution of 125I-modified Alb, MAA-Alb, or f-Alb that was recirculated for 3 h through the liver at a flow rate of 20 ml/min (2.5–3 ml/min/g of liver). The addition of 100× unlabeled MAA-Alb, f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, fucoidan, or fucoidan was mixed with the above radioactive ligand for inhibition studies. After 3 h of incubation, 0.5-ml aliquots were removed and 2.0 ml of 20% trichloroacetic acid and 2% phosphotungstic acid was added to precipitate intact proteins. Measuring the amount of acid-soluble radioactivity in the perfusate was used to assess ligand degradation.

**In Vitro Degradation Inhibition Assays.** Inhibition of 125I-MAA-Alb or 125I-f-Alb degradation by SECs was performed by using known scavenger receptor ligands such as f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, and fucoidan. In general, cell suspensions (1 × 10^6 cells/ml in M199/Ham's F12 media containing 1% Alb) were incubated in 24-well tissue culture plates with the ligand only (25 μg/ml) or ligand plus inhibitor at 100× (2.5 mg) for 3 h. Samples of the supernatant were taken at 0 and 3 h and added to an ice-cold, 20% trichloroacetic acid/2% phosphotungstic acid solution for determination of acid soluble radioactivity (degradation). After 20 min on ice, the solution was centrifuged for 10 min at 350g, and radioactivity in the supernatant determined using a Cobra II gamma-scintillation spectrometer (PerkinElmer Life and Analytical Sciences, Boston, MA).

**RT-PCR for Scavenger Receptors.** Chow-fed rats were subjected to surgery to isolate the mesenteric vein for injection. Using aseptic technique, the abdominal cavity was opened, and the stomach and intestines were placed on sterile gauze. The mesenteric vein was located and injected with 0.5 ml of PBS, 500 μg of Alb, or 500 μg of MAA-Alb. The mesenteric vein was allowed to clot, the bowel was replaced in the abdominal cavity, and the peritoneal cavity was closed with sutures and staples. Rats were watched until awake and allowed ad libitum access to food and water overnight. After 16 h the animals were sacrificed. Livers

**Preparation and Labeling of Ligands.** Alb was labeled with 125I by the chloramine-T method (125I-Alb), with resulting specific activities between 2800 and 3200 cpm/ng (McConahay and Dixon, 1980). Proteins were first labeled with 125I and then modified with formaldehyde or MAA. Modification of Alb with formaldehyde was done using the methods of Megd and Horiuichi (Mego et al., 1967; Horiuichi et al., 1986). Malondialdehyde and acetaldehyde were incubated with Alb to form the MAA-Alb adduct as described previously by Tuma et al. (1996). The maleylation of Alb was prepared by a reaction with maleic anhydride as directed by Barnes et al. (1988). The advanced glycosylation endproduct was prepared by incubation with 0.5 M glucose for 6 weeks as described previously (Vlassara et al., 1985; Yang et al., 1991). Protein concentrations were determined by a protein assay kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond, CA).

**Isolation of SECs.** Sinusoidal liver endothelial cells were prepared by perfusion and differential centrifugation methods as described previously (Braet et al., 1994; Duryee et al., 2004). Cell number and viability was determined by trypsin blue exclusion and counting on a hemocytometer.

**In Situ Isolated Liver Perfusion.** After 6 weeks of the Lieber-DeCarli liquid diet or regular chow diet, rats were anesthetized with isoflurane and perfused as described previously (Thiele et al., 1999; Duryee et al., 2003). In brief, the liver was equilibrated for 15 min with oxygenated Krebs-Ringer-bicarbonate buffer containing 1% Alb, followed by a 2 mg/200 ml solution of 125I-modified Alb, MAA-Alb, or f-Alb that was recirculated for 3 h through the liver at a flow rate of 20 ml/min (2.5–3 ml/min/g of liver). The addition of 100× unlabeled MAA-Alb, f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, fucoidan, or fucoidan was mixed with the above radioactive ligand for inhibition studies. After 3 h of incubation, 0.5-ml aliquots were removed and 2.0 ml of 20% trichloroacetic acid and 2% phosphotungstic acid was added to precipitate intact proteins. Measuring the amount of acid-soluble radioactivity in the perfusate was used to assess ligand degradation.

**In Vivo Degradation Inhibition Assays.** Inhibition of 125I-MAA-Alb or 125I-f-Alb degradation by SECs was performed by using known scavenger receptor ligands such as f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, and fucoidan. In general, cell suspensions (1 × 10^6 cells/ml in M199/Ham's F12 media containing 1% Alb) were incubated in 24-well tissue culture plates with the ligand only (25 μg/ml) or ligand plus inhibitor at 100× (2.5 mg) for 3 h. Samples of the supernatant were taken at 0 and 3 h and added to an ice-cold, 20% trichloroacetic acid/2% phosphotungstic acid solution for determination of acid soluble radioactivity (degradation). After 20 min on ice, the solution was centrifuged for 10 min at 350g, and radioactivity in the supernatant determined using a Cobra II gamma-counter. Inhibition of MAA-Alb or f-Alb was determined by the lack of radioactive uptake by the SECs of the labeled ligand.

**In Situ Inhibition of Degradation Assay Using Alcohol-Fed Rats.** Male Wistar rats were fed an alcoholic diet for 6 weeks as described above. Animals were then subjected to exactly the same procedure as described for the in situ perfusion of chow-fed animals. The pair-fed and alcohol-fed animals were in situ-perfused with identical ligands and inhibitors.
were flushed with saline and removed, and SECs were isolated as outlined above. RNA from whole liver and SECs was extracted using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) per the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was quantified and integrity-verified by electrophoresis of 1 μg of RNA on a 1% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. RNA bands were detected by exposure on a Flour-S multi-imager and analyzed by Quantity One software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). RT-PCR was performed using a QIAGEN one-step RT-PCR reaction kit. In brief, 1 μg of RNA was mixed with dNTP and enzyme supplied by Qiagen with each set of primers to a final concentration of 1 μM. Table 1 shows the primer sequences used to determine the presence of scavenger receptors. Primers were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. (Coralville, IA). Amplifications were performed using an Eppendorf Mastercycler Personal (Brinkmann Instruments, Westbury, NY) as follows: denaturation (1 min, 94°C), annealing (1 min, 56°C), and extension (1 min, 72°C), which were carried out for 25 amplification cycles. PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis in 1% agarose containing ethidium bromide. Fragment size was verified using a 100-bp DNA ladder standard (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA) and gels exposed as described above. 

**Scavenger Receptor A Knockout Mice.** Scavenger receptor A knockout (SRA-KO) and wild-type (SRA-WT) mice were a gift of Dr. Hiroshi Suzuki (Suzuki et al., 1997). In brief, mice were of an ICR background and maintained by mating brother to sister. These mice were screened for wild-type by incubating splenocytes with the fluorescent probe 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate and analyzing uptake with the FACS Calibur device as described previously (Nicoletti et al., 1999). SRA-KO and SRA-WT mice were injected with 25 μg/ml of Alb, MAA-Alb, and a phosphate control. Mice were injected once a week for 6 weeks as described previously for the MAA-adduct injection (Thiele et al., 1998). At the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Scavenger receptor primer sequences used for RT-PCR studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5'-SR-AI (5’-ATGACAAAGAGATGACAGAGAAT-3’)</td>
<td>3’-SR-AI (5’-TTATGAAGTCAAAGAGACCC-3’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'-SR-BI (5’-ATGGGCCTCACCCAG-3’)</td>
<td>3’-SR-BI (5’-CTATAGCTGCTCCTTGGC-3’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'-CD36 (5’-ATGGCTGCAATGAGAACC-3’)</td>
<td>3’-CD36 (5’-TTATTTGCCATTGCTACTCC-3’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’-LOX1 (5’-ATGAAATTGGAAATGGCTTTTG-3’)</td>
<td>3’-LOX1 (5’-TTTCCTGGGTAGAAATATCTG-3’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’-CD14 (5’-ATGAGCTTATGCTGGCTTG-3’)</td>
<td>3’-CD14 (5’-TTAAAGTTATTGCTGGCTTG-3’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’-TNF (5’-CCACGCTCTCTGCCTGCTG-3’)</td>
<td>3’-TNF (5’-GGGGCTAGCTTTCTCCTG-3’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’-GAPDH (5’-ACGGAAGGCCATGCCAGTGA-3’)</td>
<td>3’-GAPDH (5’-ACCATTTCCAGTTAGCTCT-3’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** Inhibition of 125I-f-Alb degradation by in situ perfused livers (A) and isolated SECs (B) of chow-fed rats. Livers or isolated SECs were incubated for 3 h with 10 μg/ml of 125I-f-Alb and 100-fold concentrations of either unlabeled f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, MAA-Alb, fucoidan, or fetuin. Intact protein was precipitated and acid soluble radioactivity (protein degradation) in the supernatant was determined. Results are expressed as means ± S.D. (n = 6 in each group). *, P < 0.001 indicates significant differences from the 125I-f-Alb alone. #, P < 0.01 indicates a significant difference from 125I-f-Alb.
end of this incubation period, the mice were bled, and serum was assayed for the presence of the MAA antibody by direct enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.

**Statistical Analysis.** Results are expressed as means ± S.E.M. Statistical significance was achieved if *P* values were less than 0.05. All statistical analysis was performed using analysis of variance in SigmaStat (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).

**Results**

*Inhibition of ¹²⁵I-f-Alb Degradation.* Previous studies have reported that f-Alb will enter SECs via scavenger receptors (Horiuchi et al., 1986; Thiele et al., 1998; Hansen et al., 2002a). To begin examining which scavenger receptors are responsible for degrading aldehyde modified proteins, ¹²⁵I-f-Alb degradation was inhibited with known ligands that bind scavenger receptors in an in situ liver perfusion model. In these studies, livers from chow-fed rats were perfused for 3 h with ¹²⁵I-f-Alb and inhibited with 100-fold concentrations of unlabeled f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, MAA-Alb, fucoidan, and fetuin, a nonspecific polyanionic compound. As shown in Fig. 1A, normal degradation of ¹²⁵I-f-Alb (400 μg/ml) was completely inhibited with 100-fold f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, and fucoidan. However, MAA-Alb inhibited the degradation of ¹²⁵I-f-Alb degradation by only half. The nonspecific control, fetuin, resulted in no inhibition. Data from these studies demonstrate the effects of these ligands in whole liver and not a specific cell type. Therefore, SECs were isolated from chow-fed rats and subjected to similar studies in an in vitro model system. Degradation of ¹²⁵I-f-Alb in isolated SECs resulted in the degradation of 6 μg after a 3-h period (Fig. 1B). Incubation with known scavenger receptor ligands demonstrated complete inhibition of degradation when f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, and fucoidan were used in these experiments. As shown in Fig. 1B, there was only a 50% reduction in degradation when MAA-Alb was used as the competing ligand. Fetuin, the negative control, had no effect on ¹²⁵I-f-Alb degradation.

*Inhibition of ¹²⁵I-MAA-Alb Degradation.* Previous studies performed in our laboratory have demonstrated that MAA-Alb is degraded by both SECs (Duryee et al., 2003) and peritoneal macrophage (Thiele et al., 1998), but the mechanism by which MAA-Alb enters the cell is relatively unknown. These studies were designed to investigate whether scavenger receptors were involved. Livers from chow-fed rats were perfused for 3 h with ¹²⁵I-MAA-Alb and inhibited with 100-fold concentrations of unlabeled MAA-Alb, Maley-Alb,

---

**Fig. 2.** Inhibition of ¹²⁵I-MAA-Alb degradation by in situ perfused livers (A) and isolated SECs (B) of chow-fed rats. Livers or isolated SECs were incubated for 3 h with 10 μg/ml of ¹²⁵I-MAA-Alb and 100-fold concentrations of either unlabeled MAA-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, f-Alb, fucoidan, or fetuin. Intact protein was precipitated and acid soluble radioactivity (protein degradation) in the supernatant was determined. Results are expressed as means ± S.D. (n = 6 in each group). *, *P* < 0.001 indicates significant differences from the ¹²⁵I-MAA-Alb alone. #, *P* < 0.01 indicates a significant difference from ¹²⁵I-MAA-Alb.
AGE-Alb, f-Alb, fucoidan, and the nonspecific polyanionic compound fetuin. As shown in Fig. 2A, 500 µg/ml of 125I-MAA-Alb is normally degraded over a 3-h period. However, when 100-fold unlabeled ligands were added, complete inhibition of degradation was observed for 125I-MAA-Alb using MAA-Alb, Maley-Alb, f-Alb, and fucoidan. The degradation of 125I-MAA-Alb was inhibited by only 40% when the AGE-Alb ligand was used, and the negative control fetuin had no inhibitory effects on the degradation of 125I-MAA-Alb.

In previous studies, it was determined that MAA-Alb is degraded by isolated SECs of the liver (Duryee et al., 2003). Studies were performed to determine what scavenger receptor ligand would inhibit the degradation of 125I-MAA-Alb using isolated SECs. 125I-MAA-Alb was normally degraded at 10 µg/ml after a 3-h period (Fig. 2B). When competing ligands were added, degradation of 125I-MAA-Alb was completely inhibited with MAA-Alb, Maley-Alb, f-Alb, and fucoidan. Again, AGE-Alb would inhibit degradation by only 40%, and the fetuin control had no inhibitory effects.

**Alcohol Effects on in Situ Degradation of 125I-MAA-Alb.** As previously reported by members of our laboratory (Thiele et al., 1999; Duryee et al., 2003), degradation of MAA-Alb and f-Alb is affected when rats are fed an alcohol diet. To begin looking at the effects of alcohol on the inhibition of these responses, rats were pair-fed the Lieber-DeCarli diet for 6 weeks, and inhibition of 125I-MAA-Alb was assessed using 100-fold MAA-Alb, f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, and fucoidan. Figure 3 shows that alcohol affects the amount of 125I-MAA-Alb degraded over a 3-h period of in situ perfusion with the ligand (Duryee et al., 2003). When 100-fold of known scavenger receptor ligands were added to the perfusate, MAA-Alb, Maley-Alb, f-Alb, and fucoidan inhibited the response down by 100%. AGE-Alb, on the other hand, had only a 40% reduction in degradation. Fetuin, the negative control to fucoidan, had no inhibitory effects on the degradation of 125I-MAA-Alb. The AGE-Alb inhibited MAA-Alb degradation in pair and ethanol-fed rats similar to the decreased effect seen by the alcohol.

**RT-PCR Assessment of Scavenger Receptors.** To begin examining more closely which scavenger receptors MAA-Alb might be using, chow-fed rats were injected with phosphate buffer, Alb, or MAA-Alb via the mesenteric vein, as described under Materials and Methods. After a 16-h incubation period, RNA from whole liver and SECs was isolated and subjected to RT-PCR using the primers listed in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 4, whole livers from animals injected with phosphate and Alb showed the expression of SRAI, SRBI, CD36, CD14, and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase mRNA. However, whole livers from animals injected with MAA-Alb decreased their expression of SRBI but increased the expression of LOX-1 mRNA.

When isolated SECs were examined for reactivity to scavenger receptors after MAA-Alb injection, LOX-1 and CD36 were increased (Fig. 4). In addition, the increased expression of TNF-alpha mRNA in SECs of MAA-Alb injected animals is consistent with findings from previous work performed in our laboratory (Duryee et al., 2004). Although these data are preliminary, they begin to provide some insight into what scavenger receptors may be involved in the binding and degradation of MAA adducted proteins.

**SRA Knockout Mice.** To further demonstrate that scavenger receptors are important for the uptake of MAA-Alb and the initiation of biological responses, SRA-KO mice were obtained. SRA-WT and SRA-KO mice were injected with 25 µg of Alb or MAA-Alb and a phosphate control as described under Materials and Methods. At the end of 6 weeks, SRA-WT mice exhibited little or no antibody response to the Alb or MAA-Alb when injected with phosphate or Alb (Fig. 5A). However, animals injected with MAA-Alb had antibody concentrations of 4000 µg/ml in response to the Alb and 13,000 µg/ml to the MAA-Alb antigens. When these same antigens were injected into SRA-KO mice (Fig. 5B), the concentration of antibody to the MAA adduct decreased to 7 µg/ml. Antibody to the Alb only, was similar in animals injected with all three antigens. There was an increase in

![Fig. 3. Inhibition of 125I-MAA-Alb degradation by in situ perfused livers from pair and alcohol-fed rats perfused with 10 µg/ml MAA-Alb and inhibited with 100-fold concentrations of the following scavenger receptor antigens: MAA-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, F-Alb, fucoidan, and fetuin. Antigens were perfused for 3 h, intact protein was precipitated, and acid-soluble radioactivity (protein degradation) in the supernatant was determined. Results are expressed as means ± S.D. (n = 6 in each group). * P < 0.01 indicates significant differences from the pair-fed control animals. # P < 0.01 indicates a significant difference from the pair-fed or chow-fed animals in MAA-Alb degradation.](image-url)
MAA-Alb antibody over the phosphate control for animals injected with both Alb and MAA-Alb.

Discussion

Scavenger receptors have been shown to bind aldehyde-modified proteins (Brown et al., 1980; Horiuchi et al., 1986; Takata et al., 1988, 1989; Steinbrecher et al., 1989). These receptors are thought to provide a mechanism for the clearance of modified proteins from the circulation through a number of cell types, including SECs. Most recently, the aldehyde-modified protein MAA-Alb has been shown to bind and to be degraded by SECs (Duryee et al., 2003). To determine whether MAA-Alb enters these cells through scavenger receptors, inhibition studies were performed. These studies used known scavenger receptor ligands to inhibit the degradation of f-Alb and MAA-Alb in an in situ liver perfusion model. Data acquired from these studies showed that f-Alb degradation was completely inhibited using unlabeled f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, and fucoidan. MAA-Alb inhibited the response by only 50%, indicating incomplete binding to the same receptor as f-Alb.

When isolated SECs were used in inhibition studies in vitro, similar results were observed. Studies were next designed to test MAA-Alb as the ligand and f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, and fucoidan as the competing ligands. Data from these experiments demonstrated that MAA-Alb degradation was inhibited by MAA-Alb, Maley-Alb, f-Alb, and fucoidan. However, AGE-Alb would inhibit MAA-Alb degradation by only 40%. These results were similar when isolated SECs were used in cell-specific assays. Recent work by Hansen et al. (2002b) showed that endocytosis of the AGE product may lead to the depletion of the scavenger receptor and result in the inability to clear these molecules from the circulation. In another study, Smedsrod (2004) speculated that oxidized low-density lipoprotein may be taken up by scavenger receptors, implicating the buildup of this product in atherosclerosis. In both situations, the result is the presence of potentially harmful products that could cause tissue damage. Recent studies have shown MAA-adducted proteins are associated with atherosclerosis-induced vascular inflammatory injury and could provide a mechanism by which MAA-adducts build up and/or down-regulate the receptor (Hill et al., 1998).

In experiments done previously by our laboratory (Thiele et al., 1996, 1999; Duryee et al., 2003), when ethanol was fed to rats, it decreased the degradation of acetaldehyde-Alb, f-Alb, and MAA-Alb by both in situ perfusion and isolated SECs. To determine whether inhibition of MAA-Alb would be affected by ethanol, rats were given alcohol as stated under Materials and Methods and subjected to in situ perfusion with 125I-MAA-Alb and 100-fold inhibitors: MAA-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, f-Alb, and fucoidan. Data from these studies were similar to chow-fed rat data, in that MAA-Alb could be inhibited in both pair-fed and ethanol-fed rats with MAA-Alb, Maley-Alb, f-Alb, and fucoidan. Consistent with the chow-fed data, AGE-Alb inhibited the degradation of MAA-Alb by only 40%. It is interesting that alcohol reduced MAA-

Fig. 4. Expression of scavenger receptors on SECs after mesenteric vein injection of MAA-Alb. Chow-fed rats were injected via the mesenteric vein with PBS, Alb, and MAA-Alb and incubated for 16 h, whole liver and SECs were isolated, RNA was purified, and RT-PCR was performed for SR-AI (495 bp), SR-BI 290 bp), CD36 (437 bp), LOX-1 (491 bp), CD14 (623 bp), TNF-α (351 bp), and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (590 bp). Gels are representative of five animals injected with the above ligands.
Alb degradation by 200 µg/total liver, whereas AGE-Alb inhibition reduced MAA-Alb degradation to approximately the same level. It was found that a defect in the internalization step was the reason for less degradation of MAA-Alb after alcohol consumption (Duryee et al., 2003). It is possible that the combination of MAA-Alb and AGE-Alb work in a similar fashion and compete for a similar receptor. This may down regulate the receptor and result in incomplete degradation. Future studies will need to examine exactly how MAA-Alb and AGE-Alb are working to decrease this response.

The next step in these experiments was to determine whether these responses could be produced in an in vivo model by injecting the mesenteric vein with phosphate buffer, Alb, and MAA-Alb. Injection of the mesenteric vein was chosen to show these responses would occur in an in vivo model system. To assess these responses, RNA was subjected to RT-PCR using primers specific for the scavenger receptors: SR-AI, SR-BI, CD36, LOX-1, and CD14. TNF-α was used as a control, in accordance with the fact that MAA-Alb stimulation has been shown to increase levels of this cytokine (Duryee et al., 2004). Data from these studies show the presence of SR-AI, CD36, and CD14 consistently for both whole liver and SECs. However, in the whole-liver samples from MAA-Alb–injected animals, SR-BI is decreased and LOX-1 is increased. When SECs were examined for their response, SR-BI, CD36, LOX-1, and TNF-α were increased in response to MAA-Alb injection. These data do not prove the specific receptor with which MAA-Alb interacts. However, the present data suggest that MAA-Alb is entering the cells through a number of different receptors depending on concentration, presence of other ligands, and receptor function. These data show the presence of scavenger receptor type A in whole liver and isolated SECs consistently. The fact there is no change in this receptor makes it one possible candidate for the binding and degradation of MAA modified proteins.

To begin looking at the SRA more specifically, SRA-KO mice were obtained. These mice were injected with phosphate, Alb, and MAA-Alb and then assayed for antibody to Alb or MAA-Alb. This MAA-Alb ligand has been shown to produce antibody to this adduct without the use of adjuvant (Thiele et al., 1998). If scavenger receptor A is involved in this process, then antibody to MAA-Alb should be decreased in the knockout animals. Data from these studies proved that MAA-Alb injection in the wild-type mice produced 13,000

![Fig. 5. Antibody response to MAA-Alb in scavenger receptor type A knockout mice.](image-url)
µg/ml antibody, whereas injection in the knock mice reduced this number to 7 µg/ml. This dramatic decrease in antibody to the MAA-Alb suggests that this ligand does enter cells via scavenger receptor type A. Because this antibody response could not be completely wiped out, the possibility still exists for other receptors to be involved in the processing of MAA-Alb. Data from the mesenteric vein injection of MAA-Alb suggests that LOX-1 or CD36 may be involved to a certain degree in these processes. Experiments involving Chinese hamster ovarian cells expressing the different scavenger receptors are in progress in our laboratory to determine more specifically which receptors are involved in the processing of MAA-Alb.

In summary, degradation of f-Alb is inhibited with f-Alb, Maley-Alb, AGE-Alb, and fucoidan. MAA-Alb was the only ligand to not completely inhibit f-Alb degradation in both in situ perfusion and isolated SECs. When MAA-Alb was used as the ligand, its degradation was inhibited with MAA-Alb, f-Alb, Maley-Alb, and fucoidan. AGE-Alb was the only modified protein to not completely inhibit MAA-Alb degradation in both in situ perfusion and isolated SECs. When alcohol was fed to rats and in situ liver perfusion was performed, results similar to those in the chow-fed data were observed. The incomplete inhibition with AGE-Alb was similar to the numbers obtained with alcohol use on its own. RT-PCR analysis for scavenger receptors demonstrated that MAA-Alb would decrease SR-BI and increase LOX-1 in whole liver after MAA-Alb injection and increase LOX-1 and CD36 in isolated SECs. The fact that scavenger receptor A knockout mice experiments showed a decreased MAA-Alb antibody production suggests that SR-AI may be a significant player in the binding and degradation of MAA-Alb.
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